for Jewish professors, observing how in Berlin, for example, few Jewish scholars existed above the rank of Honorarprofessor (adjunct professor) 4 -and none could be found above that rank elsewhere in Germany, as had long been noted, in the field of Jewish studies. 5 As the young Maír José Benardete observed as late as 1924, while a doctoral student at Columbia University, the lone Jewish scholar to hold such standing during these early years was neither Baron nor Wolfson but Abraham S. Yahuda-a Jerusalem-born, German-trained scholar of Baghdadi and German descent, with a distant but important Sephardi ancestor. 6 As Benardete stressed, he himself had to travel to the Iberian Peninsula to study with that "son of Sephardic blood . . . in the very land where the great luminaries of our ancestors in the Middle Ages contributed to the civilization of the Western world."
7 Twenty years later, Baron and Wolfson also looked to Yahuda's work; they incorporated his scholarship into their own research and found a place for it within the academic journals they helped to produce. forgetting of a highly complex personality, but Yahuda's standing within larger Jewish history seems almost exilic, at least until recently. 9 How is it that this figure, apparently so marginal as to be largely forgotten today, held a Jewish studies chair at a national university a full decade before Baron and Wolfson, and, from all places, in Spain-where there were few Jews, and where the Edict of Expulsion was still in effect? 10 In this essay I explore how Spain served as the site of the first of Yahuda's many attempts to cultivate academic programs and learning, often with the aid of state power. Although his efforts to create such institutions have since been forgotten, Yahuda, I argue, worked throughout his life to encourage scholarship on Near Eastern and Semitic studies and to create related centers of learning across multiple countriesbeginning in Spain but extending into Germany, England, and the United States, as well as his own native Palestine. These actions were intellectually and politically multivalent. On the one hand, Yahuda positioned himself as a kind of modern shtadlan-a well-connected figure from the Jewish community who acted as an intermediary between the Jewish population and local ruler or outside governing body. 11 On the other hand, despite his activities as a shtadlan and his creation of a Jewish 10. Although the Inquisition was terminated in 1834, the dissolution of the edict, as understood today, did not emerge until Spain's 1978 democratic constitution, which recognizes freedom of religion. For subsequent confirmations of this position, see "Acuerdo de Cooperació n del Estado españ ol con la studies chair at a major Western university, Yahuda was not primarily concerned with seeding specifically Jewish studies positions in secular universities, an important aim of nineteenth-century German Jewish scholars.
12 Nor was his research focused primarily on Jewish studies per se-as a singular focus on Spain might suggest. Rather, Yahuda sought to create both Jewish and non-Jewish institutions across wide geographic spheres, an endeavor made possible by his European education and profound multilingualism. 13 At the same time, however, any declarations about Yahuda's supposed pluralist or multiculturalist visions must be delimited. For example, although Yahuda's diverse scholarship largely concerned the Mediterranean and the Middle East, his attempts to foster a complex understanding of Arab culture-and to critique the Zionist leadership's handling of Arab-Jewish relations-were not as unequivocal or pluralist as some of his Hebrew writings suggest.
14 Yahuda, I stress, aimed to shape the academy (and broader intellectual life) with commitments located at the nexus of scholarship, changing forms of Western imperial power, and the rise of early twentieth-century Zionisms. This essay traces the intricate connections among education, politics, and state-building, while situating a largely forgotten Ottoman-born Jewish figure at the center of modern Jewish historiography. Although questions of Yahuda's ethnic and national identity will be raised here-since they were called into question during his own life-the following discussion is not intended to evaluate Yahuda's subjectivity as such.
Part of the challenge in writing about Yahuda is the problem of where to begin-illustrating what Julia Cohen and Sarah Stein have aptly termed a much-needed receptivity toward "novel geograph(ies) . . . awash in crosscurrents." 15 Yahuda frequently traveled between numerous cultural and intellectual worlds, as he was an extreme polyglot adept in more than a dozen languages. Among these were Arabic, which was also known by his father, a rabbi, 16 Yahuda's scholarship reflects these various influences and made possible his activities as a scholar-shtadlan, from his Hebrew-Egyptian philological work, as well as later Jewish-Arab points of cultural overlap, to his scholarship on the medieval period and Sephardi life and languages. Also included in these labors are his vast manuscript collection, tributes to intellectuals and religious figures, and his more autobiographical pieces.
As part of this scholarly-political nexus, Yahuda remained in contact with a wide range of intellectuals, political figures, and artists. From the Arabist Ignaz Goldziher to Albert Einstein, with whom Yahuda maintained a long friendship, to his conversations about the political figure Vladimir Jabotinsky, Yahuda maintained a dynamic correspondence, which often spanned decades. During his lifetime, he participated in heated intellectual debates, such as with his fellow Orientalist and manuscript collector Moses Gaster, 21 23 Although Yahuda is often associated with these intense encounters, the imprint of his life extends even beyond these spheres, calling for an interdisciplinary and more global consideration of his work.
THE POLITICS OF ESTABLISHING A CHAIR
In the next few pages, I examine the factors that led to Yahuda's appointment to a chair at the University of Madrid and explore the intellectual and political conditions that brought about his position at a public institution. Yahuda's consideration as the leading candidate for the chair developed as the result of a new political terrain that had emerged in Spain-specifically, Spain's newly established protectorate in Morocco. 24 Signed on November 27, 1912, the protectorate had required the development of a new colonial apparatus and, with it, the formation of educational institutions. 25 Helping to fuel these actions was neighboring France, whose growing geopolitical clout included a conquered Algeria (1830), as well as protectorates in Tunisia (1881) and Morocco (1912 the country sought to use Moroccan Jews for furthering Spanish rhetoric on the need for economic and territorial expansion. 26 Yahuda emerged within these circumstances as a candidate for the chair. Specifically, the Spanish state wanted to hire a specialist who could offer classes on Jewish life and related medieval Jewish institutions in Iberia as well as guide "practical" primary research on the subject. This specialist would also popularize Jewish topics through several public lectures-leading to a potential chair. 27 Through such curricular developments, the state hoped to benefit Spanish students at the university level, as well as, by extension, the "Moroccan Hebrews" in the new protectorate. 28 With an estimated 25,000 Sephardim in Spanish Morocco, the state sought to emulate French Jewish schools from the Alliance Israélite Universelle, which had expanded across the region for more than fifty years.
29
As described by Miguel Asín Palacios, the Arabist in Spain who helped to initiate the chair, the ideal candidate for the job would have some type of Spanish, or preferably Sephardi, background. 30 In addition, the candidate should not be affiliated with the French-speaking Alliance, and-if he had prior affiliations with the group, as had Yahuda (and a competitor for the position, the Orientalist Nahum Slouschz)-the candidate's scholarly obligations to Spain should be prioritized. 31 requirements aligned with an emergent philo-Sephardism in Spain, one of several regional powers which turned opportunistically to the Sephardim as part of their building of modern regimes, protectorates, and nation-states; such actions, in turn, were embraced by numerous Sephardim. 32 In Spain in particular, the leaders of the philo-Sephardic movement maintained that a Jewish "racial" and economic presence in the country might lead to a rejuvenated state-allowing Spain to recuperate from historical blunders dating back to the medieval expulsion, more than four centuries before, or, more immediately, from the 1898 SpanishAmerican War, when Spain lost its remaining colonies to the United States.
33 As Yahuda would later observe, the Moroccan Jewish communities brought a "much more practical aspect" to the philo-Sephardic movement than had previously existed. 34 Scholarly encounters had been crucial to these political formations. Yahuda's specific name as a candidate, for example, had emerged as the result of ongoing conversations between Asín and Ignaz Goldziher, 35 a founder of modern Islamic studies who had publicly praised Yahuda's work. 36 Asín, a professor at the University of Madrid, had become active in the Center for Historical Studies (Centro de Estudios Histó ricos), founded in 1910 by Spanish scholars who sought to "regenerate" Spanish society through scholarship. 37 In his research, Asín had struggled to understand postbiblical Hebrew, but he could not find "one single rabbinic specialist" to address his questions in Spain. 38 British subject, Yahuda declined to become a Spanish citizen, a condition for obtaining a professorship in Spain. Instead, he made use of a nineteenth-century law that allowed non-Spaniards to serve as professors of foreign languages, by demonstrating that Hebrew was a "living language." 44 Yahuda also tapped into the period's concerns for regeneration and stressed the economic relevance of his future post. He found vocal counterparts within the state, such as the newly founded HispanicHebrew Association, a recent coalition of Spanish representatives and Moroccan Jewish community leaders, who declared Yahuda's presence "essential" to all parties involved. 45 Women, too, were drawn to his lectures, a fact that Yahuda attributed to the social and political changes of the times. 46 One form of resistance came from the far-right religious press, which voiced its opposition in decidedly anti-Semitic terms: "The creation of this new Chair appears absurd to us . . . it's the little gift of a cushy job to a foreigner, and to top it all off, a Jew." 47 Yahuda navigated these complex social circles as a well-traveled polymath who appealed to distinct populations in part by stressing some aspect of his extensive learning and personal history-which included a connection to the "Holy Land" (Tierra Santa). In the process, Yahuda could develop powerful metaphors about Iberia's potentially expansive role in the region politically and metaphysically. As early as 1913, Yahuda had mused to the Spanish ambassador in Berlin that Spain, with its climate and historical significance, could serve as a bond (lazo de unión) between the "Occident" and "Orient" and attract both Jewish and Muslim students from afar. 48 Yahuda's first lecture in Spain in March 1914 similarly emphasized Spain's propitious centrality, noting the parallels between Spain's and Palestine's climates; this assertion played on a medieval trope which connected region/clime to human development. 45. Created before the war, the Asociació n Hispana-Hebrea sought to forge "solid spiritual and material bonds" with the Sephardim in the Balkans and Spanish Morocco through propaganda, language, and mercantilism. See June 4, 1914, letter and "Estatutos y reglamento," ASYA, file 3759.
46 To much applause, his lecture, "Jewish Civilization in the (Iberian) Peninsula," described how the "Hebraic genius" (genio hebraico)-Jewish philosophers, statesmen, and writers-had flowered in such unique medieval Iberian contexts and benefitted from the fruitful exchange between the two peoples. These associations, he stressed, continued into the present: contemporary Moroccan Jewry-that is, the very colonial Jews within their midst-still promoted Spain's glory and exaltation, just as their ancestors had done. 50 On the heels of this first lecture in Madrid, Yahuda began deepening his commitments in the country, pluralizing what he deemed a Moroccan Jewish need for shtadlanut and the possibility of a broad neo-Sephardi Spanish renaissance. Yahuda became involved with the Center for Historical Studies, where he instructed his first students and conducted new research in Spain. 51 There he led the academic section, "Semitic Philological Studies and the Investigation of Arabic and Hebrew Sources for Rabbinic-Spanish History, Literature, and Philosophy." From April 1914 through 1915, Yahuda provided an introduction to the period's Hebrew grammar and language, as well as to aljamiado, Romance vernacular written in Arabic script. 52 Only a handful of students signed up for the section, 53 though, and even fewer remained, in part because of a lack of resources and student knowledge, 54 as well as student concerns for longterm employment. 55 In the next session, with only one pupil by his side at the Center, Yahuda began a bibliography of existing sources and worked to create a Castilian translation based on twenty-six Hebrew sepulchral inscriptions in Toledo from the twelfth through fourteenth centuries.
56 A Hebrew-Castilian dictionary of terms from the period (Diccionario rabínico-españ ol) was also planned, but Yahuda discarded the project sometime after 1924. impossible for me to explain the full importance of this event and the significance that (this) institution will be able to reach through these new studies-for historical investigations, as well as for contemporary matters in Spain." 58 The last Sephardi to hold a similar position, he stressed, was none other than Abraham Zacuto (b. 1452), whose research had been crucial to the discovery of the New World. Yahuda's professed dedication to Spanish life resonated all the more given that his own distant ancestor had been a high functionary in the region in the Middle Ages.
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Outside Spain, however, Yahuda sought to bracket this expansionist rhetoric, which had placed scholarship at the service of Spanish imperialism. As Yahuda explained to Leopold Greenberg of the Jewish Chronicle in March 1914, his time in the country was not for his own benefit. Rather, he took the job as an act of benevolence, he stressed, out of his desire to help Moroccan Jewry 60 -the most numerous Jewish population in North Africa and the Middle East. 61 No less than Moses Montefiore, the famed Sephardi philanthropist, had sought to improve the living conditions and rights of Moroccan Jews beginning in the 1860s, 62 as had the nascent Alliance, which located its very first schools in Tetuá n (1862) and Tangier (1864). 63 Yahuda sought to situate himself as a new leader within this real and symbolic context, explaining, "For me this sojourn in Spain represents a big personal sacrifice. I do it in the firm conviction that I am doing good work and believe that the matter deserves the support of others." Yahuda warned that if Greenberg didn't want the story, he would be happy to send it to the Frankfurter Zeitung, where the piece would run well.
64
Much of Yahuda's primary attention actually looked East, both intellectually and politically-as had that of several generations of European-58. "Discurso hecho en el acto de toma de posesió n de la Cá tedra," ASYA, file 1652.
59 66 Nordau's observation is corroborated by an undated letter to a "Geheimrat," or privy councilor, to whom Yahuda relayed his frustrations about the study of Arab history and literature in Germany, as well as Germany's limited role in the region. Too often, Yahuda lamented, these studies emphasized grammar and the phonetic evolution of the Semitic languages, which to his mind reflected an outdated mode of thinking, whereby the "entirety of Oriental Studies was merely regarded as an auxiliary science to the study of the Old Testament." This approach, he stressed, meant that larger "realities are rarely taken into account."
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In that letter, Yahuda the scholar-shtadlan argued for an increased German presence in North Africa, noting that new academic and political alliances could emerge from the encounter. Writing in confidence to the Geheimrat, Yahuda explained that both Germans and the Orientals ("Orientalen") had welcomed Kaiser Wilhelm's recent trip to the region. Yahuda gestured toward the Kaiser's much-watched visit to Tangierpresumably referring back to 1905, when the Kaiser supported the sovereignty of the Sultan 'Abd al-'Aziz against the efforts of the French and Spanish to gain a stronghold over the westernmost region of the Maghreb. Recalling the controversial visit, Yahuda noted enthusiastically, "I remember only the sudden turnabout [ At the University of Madrid, Yahuda contemplated the local and metameanings embedded in the study of Hebrew, while offering comprehensive linguistic and intellectual frameworks for its study. In his first course for the university (1915-16), "Rabbinic Language and Literature," Yahuda articulated a culturally expansive notion of Hebrew from the Department of Philosophy and Letters. 73 Yahuda situated Hebrew within a broad family of Semitic languages; he documented the presence of "foreign influences," such as Aramaic-Chaldaic, Greek, Latin, and Persian, while also noting the imprint of Arabic left during, in his words, "Muslim domination" (la dominación musulmana). 74 Yahuda's focus extended from the sages and the Mishnah and continued into the "Golden Age" of al- Andalus, before crossing the peninsula to encompass medieval Christian Spain until the fifteenth century. As one reporter noted in 1935, Hebrew for Yahuda possessed a "hospitable nature," impacted by "the different peoples with whom the Jews had come in contact in the course of their wanderings." 75 Unlike his previous year at the Center for Historical Studies, Yahuda's classroom at the university totaled thirteen students-one fewer than the respected Julían Ribera had in his Spanish Arabic literature (literatura ará biga-españ ola) class. 76 Probing the works of more than two dozen Jewish writers, Yahuda's teaching examined in sections the regnant epistemologies that emerged during the flourishing of Iberian Hebrew: he outlined competing poetics, theologies, mysticisms, and contending schools of thought-before ending finally with the "decadence" of rabbinic literature in Spain. 77 Although Yahuda's syllabus does not explain this precise term, it seems to describe a limit point, where a "decadent" culture begins to appropriate foreign influences and, in so doing, loses its own distinctive qualities-as opposed to engaging with external influences in a creative and dynamic manner. 78 However, if Yahuda's course identified a dissipation of rabbinic literature in late medieval Spain, Yahuda also asserted the durable "vestiges" of Castilian Spanish on Judeo-Spanish (Ladino), the language of the Sephardim. In a publication that same year, 1915, Yahuda stressed a continued Spanish influence on the Sephardi vernacular, as preserved by Sephardic women inside their homes, unaffected by the appropriation of French and Turkish forms. 79 From biblical Hebraic decadence to late Spanish rabbinic decadence, Yahuda's course came full circle. As one former student of Yahuda's from Berlin had recalled, Yahuda's teaching was memorable in part for the way that he could enthrall a room:
He knew all the details about the land and its Jewish and Arab residents, and all the passers-by who lived there. In his lectures on the Hebrew Bible he gave us the scent of the earth of Eretz Israel (Land of Israel). 80 In Madrid, Yahuda also brought to his students a similar sense of an unmediated encounter with the past, as though they had been "in contact with the world of Hebraic-medieval-Hispanic culture." 81 During Yahuda's first four years in Spain, some of his more well-known pupils included the following: Ignacio Gonzá lez Llubera, who published the first Castilian translation of the Travels of Benjamin of Tudela and eventually held his own chair at Queen's University in Belfast; María Lois Ló pez, who became the first female titular professor at the Escola de Bibliotecà -ries in Barcelona before her untimely death in 1933; and José Millá s Vallicrosa, the most respected scholar of the history of science and Hebrew and Arabic studies in Spain. 82 In addition to Lois Ló pez, Yahuda also fostered a small group of female Hebraists, deemed "Las Rabinas" (the female rabbis) by Yahuda and his male students in apparent cognizance of these women's unique historicity; Spain, after all, had only formally permitted females into its universities in 1910, just five years before Yahuda's own much-publicized arrival. 83 In Spain, Yahuda's foregrounding of a dynamic continuation with the past connected powerfully with complex desires for personal and national regeneration. Since the mid-nineteenth century, for example, Spanish historians and political elites had been invested in the recovery of Spain's Sephardic past, as Michal Friedman has importantly demonstrated. 84 In Stated in revisionist wissenschaftlich terms: whereas, for example, the philosopher Franz Rosenzweig advocated in Frankfurt for a pure engagement with God and word through Jewish egalitarianism, Yahuda in Madrid could emphasize the visceral and linguistic aspects of past and present Sephardic life-still beating robustly-and to a modern Spanish society in the midst of profound change.
Initially, Yahuda was enormously productive in print, in accordance with his scholarly and political pronouncements. During his first year at the university, he published at least four articles in Spanish journals, and two additional pieces in 1917. 87 He sent his students in search of relevant material, and they updated him about their findings. But as student María Lois Ló pez explained after a visit to the Crown of Aragon archive, the majority of the documents encountered there were written in Catalan or Latin, "but almost nothing (was) in rabbinic or in Hebrew." 88 material that was there, she noted, had already been studied by the scholars Moïse Schwab and Joaquín Miret i Sans. 89 Thick volumes existed on James III's royal acts, but to read their pages carefully would take at least "four or six years" 90 -time that Yahuda apparently did not have, given the intensification of the war and the emergence of new alliances.
If there had been plural commitments on both sides, this moment did not last long. Locally, Yahuda was annoyed by Spanish so-called experts of Hebrew who remained baffled by homophones, and confused his writings with that of distant others-like Yehuda Halevi (d. 1141) and Eliezer Ben- Yehuda (d. 1922) . 91 Within the administration, Yahuda's stigma as a conspicuous foreigner also never lost hold, as evident in the nativist comments scribbled beside his name in a faculty address book from the period: "Watch out! He's neither a Spaniard nor is he naturalized."
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By 1918, it became clear that the chair position was failing to match the original scholarly and colonial aspirations, as espoused on all sides. As the war raged on, Yahuda took time away from teaching to give talks at prominent universities and venues outside Spain, like the Geographical Society of Lisbon in April 1918 93 and, after the war, at King's College in London in September 1919. 94 In Madrid, Yahuda's many absences were eventually justified as necessary research trips. But there was much debate within and outside the school, given the increasing duration of his travels and a genuine perplexity about his absenteeism. two years later. In response to fears that Jewish wartime immigrants were planning a leftist takeover on Spanish soil, Yahuda and a local Jewish group reached out to the American Joint Distribution Committee to help disperse these individuals, many of whom were from Eastern Europe, by directing them toward smaller towns, away from Barcelona.
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While in Madrid, Yahuda also worked to open its first modern synagogue, which was successful, but not without complications. 97 As violence enveloped Palestine, Yahuda expanded his sphere of influence as a scholar-shtadlan by petitioning major world leaders to contain the physical displacement of Jewish communities. When Ottoman authorities drove thousands of Jews around Tel Aviv and Jaffa north toward Damascus in 1917, Yahuda's family and friends were impacted, including his ailing mother. 98 Yahuda turned for assistance to the leaders of various countries to intervene-by his account, Wilhelm II, Charles I, Mehmed VI, and Alfonso XIII-in an attempt to stop the large-scale evacuations. 99 Yahuda retold this fraught period in articles, feature pieces, and a memoire-style booklet that began in 1919 and reemerged in 1941 with the parallel deaths of the Spanish king and German kaiser and ended in 1951 with The Defense of the Yishuv in the First World War. 100 In these various texts, Yahuda seemed to envision a different world order-a nostalgia for the power of empires, whose leaders were not immediately dismissed as senseless and unyielding. Rather, in the aftermath of World War I, Yahuda suggested that a new order might be harnessed by elite scholars with proper knowledge and training (like Yahuda himself), who could educate both the leaders and the populace and bring about a needed change of affairs.
In response to political and scholarly reorientations in Palestine, Yahuda also served as an unofficial spokesman for the Zionist Organization in Spain. Yahuda described to the Spanish reading public what a changeover of power-from the Ottomans to the British-might entail in Palestine. He tried to articulate the meaning of a "national home" for the Jewish people, as stated in the recently issued Balfour Declaration.
101 At the same time, Yahuda wrote frequently to Weizmann as a self-appointed expert on Spanish society. 102 Indeed, Yahuda still supported Weizmann in August 1918, when he explained to the famed Zionist leader that both Spanish and Portuguese scholars had signed a letter of congratulations regarding the recent founding of Hebrew University-a letter campaign that Yahuda singularly led. In a six-page letter to Weizmann, Yahuda described how he had written to thirty-seven different scholars and received signatures from twenty-eight of them, "some of them of Universal fame." 103 Yahuda had been understandably elated: his petition had embodied the interlocking possibilities of shtadlanut and Wissenschaft (writ large), with his accomplishments now overflowing onto Palestine. As Yahuda had noted in his original petition to the Spanish scholars, other countries were preparing messages of congratulations for this new institution of learning. Yet only Spain, he declared, possessed for Jews a rich history similar to that of the Holy Land. Yahuda had explained to the scholars that a letter of endorsement for Hebrew University would be taken with much enthusiasm and would indicate a Spain liberated from old prejudices, which with renewed care attempts to climb once again to those heights it reached at the time of its apogee, when all the children of the common patria, irrespective of race or religion, collaborated together for the happiness and the glory, (and) for the advancement and development, of that great Hispanic civilization [(sic) "Hispana"], which was admired and enjoyed by everyone for so many centuries. This outpouring of support for Hebrew University signified for Yahuda a real achievement-except for the conspicuous absence of the one name that he failed to mention, that of the person most responsible for his hiring in Spain, the scholar and priest Asín Palacios.
In fact, Yahuda's multiple scholarly and political projects in the Middle East had put pressure on his relationships in Spain, exposing fault lines that had been initially obscured by the politics of the protectorate. In a private letter to Yahuda, Asín said he simply could not endorse the university project: "From your own experience you know very well, Yahuda my friend, my broadmindedness toward all matters of a scientific nature; but this case, in my opinion, is about a scientific foundation of a religious, non-Christian nature, and clearly the signature of a priest could not be reasonably justified."
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On one level, there seems to have been a basic miscommunication. Whereas Yahuda wrote a plea for "the" Hebrew University ("la Universidad Hebrea"), Asín appears to have read "a" Hebrew university ("una universidad hebrea"). 106 On another level, this misreading was colossal, perhaps made worse by the fact that Asín clearly had not meant to be unkind. Yahuda's letter did not once use the word "Jew" (judío), with all the robust religious and even racial implications that the noun entailed in Spain. 107 Instead, Yahuda had gestured toward a kind of third space, a Hebrew one, which he did not explicitly define-perhaps because he thought that the word "university" and its presumably expansive implications (as universitas litterarum), would explain everything. In that small gap of ambiguity, Asín provided his own parochial reading, and Yahuda's declared hope to surmount the limits of "race or religion," the ultimate realization of the old "Hispania," was rendered impossible, outside the bounds of larger discourse, and ultimately too "Jewish." Even with Asín's declared open-mindedness, he, too, was enmeshed in a world in which religion, politics, and scholarship were intricately intertwined. 107. Yahuda later in life explained that "Sephardi" was preferred to "Jew" in Spain, especially when dealing with religious matters. The chief of police, for example, advised Yahuda to call the first modern synagogue in Madrid a "club although he did not officially resign until 1923. 108 In terms of forgetting, perhaps Yahuda's legacy as the first Jewish chair has been overlooked because of its complexity, or, at least in part, because it simply did not last.
By the fall of 1920, Yahuda already had new plans for scholarship and state-building, as he moved forward on the exit strategy promised to Greenberg at the Jewish Chronicle some six years before. Yahuda drafted a plan-at least two plans, actually-to place himself solidly in the new postwar framework that was being quickly erected in the Middle East. Yahuda mailed one plan to the leaders of the Zionist Organization, to whom he proposed the creation of a special department to oversee all the activities of Arab affairs, a matter of "supreme importance and extreme urgency," for which he would serve as the leader. The second plan he mailed to the British, so that he might head to Mesopotamia to work as the new director of public instruction. Yahuda sent the two proposals in the summer of 1920, shortly before journeying to Palestine and Syria, in order to study personally the region's political and social conditions.
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While in Jerusalem, Yahuda spoke to a mixed crowd in Arabic on the subject of Arabic and Islamic civilization in Spain, during a tense meeting that had followed a radical change in local Arab power structures by the British. 110 Yahuda seems to have been invited to help smooth the situation. However, at least some of the Arab attendees rendered Yahuda as politically suspect. To the Lebanese Maronite poet Wadi' Bustani, who attended the talk, for example, Yahuda was not seen as a fellow "Muqaddasī" (Jerusalemite)-as Yahuda once described himself to the Spanish Arabists landscape, where "he who crossed the River Jordan was our cousin/But we are suspicious of him who now comes by sea."
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Meanwhile, Yahuda's newest attempts to connect scholarship with politics had fallen short. Both of Yahuda's proposals-to the Zionist Organization and to the British-seem to have been rejected, and his larger influence had been called into doubt. 113 It was during this same year, in 1920, that Yahuda acted as an impromptu cultural ambassador to aid the British purchase of Assyrian antiquities, which had been illegally excavated by German archeologists in Basra. This involvement by Yahuda in British affairs was nothing new. During the war, Yahuda had on occasion helped British "propaganda work" in Spain, 114 and professed himself "a soldier doing duty for his (British) King and Country" in response to military call-ups. 115 But even these pronouncements by Yahuda must be qualified: As one British Foreign Officer mused while reading over the Assyrian contraband that the British had considered acquiring in 1920, "Why was Dr. Y even selected for this job?" Yahuda hadn't been. The Foreign Office's "mission" to purchase the illegally acquired antiquities from present-day Iraq had been Yahuda's own creation, which he then helped to shape.
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In the aftermath of these failed attempts, Yahuda began to distance himself politically from the Zionist Organization and from various British officials. Regarding Weizmann in particular, Yahuda would later mock his supposed role as the "savior" of the British Mandate for Palestine (ratified by the League of Nations in 1922)-after all, Weizmann had sought to erase Yahuda's legacy in Spain, including Yahuda's winning of 112. Wadi' Bustani's quote was part of Bustani's critical reply to the writer Ma'ruf ar-Rusafi, who penned a laudatory poem about Yahuda's speech following the meeting; in the meeting Yahuda suggested a cousinly connection between Arabs and Jews. Bustani's bewilderment at ar-Rusafi's poem suggests that-in Bustani's eyes-ar-Rusafi was pandering to the British, to Sir Herbert Samuel (the new High Commissioner for Palestine), and had blindly accepted Yahuda's ("Yahud") speech, which might as well have been "wonders of magic" insofar as Muslim Arabs would hardly accept "Balfour" over the Islamic tradition; see Khulusi, "Ma'ruf Ar-Rusafi," 66-67. Spain's much-needed support. 117 Yahuda also critiqued British figures like Ronald Storrs, the former military governor of Jerusalem, whom he blamed for inciting violence and fomenting Arab opposition to Jewish developments in Palestine. 118 At the same time, however, Yahuda gradually began to support Jabotinsky, the leader of maximalist revisionism, who called for a Jewish state on both sides of the Jordan. 119 By stepping into Jabotinsky's political sphere, Yahuda could participate in the ideological building of a Jewish state, while offering a rebuke to Weizmann and the Zionist Organization-the very ones who refused him a guiding role in Arab-related matters while simultaneously failing to address the "Arab question" 120 -even as Yahuda arguably offered his own problematic assessment of the modern "Oriental" masses and "Arab intrigues," primarily in his non-Hebrew writings and texts.
Yahuda's immediate scholarly focus had turned to his HebrewEgyptian thesis, which in part gave a response to the period's rising antiSemitism and continued claims of Christian supersessionism. 121 Crucially, it also documented an ancient Israelite historical presence in the modern contested Levant. Over the next two decades Yahuda refined this thesis, which sought to ground with philological evidence not only the dynamic points of contact between Hebrew and Egyptian but also how "accurately the Bible has preserved and transmitted conditions which were described by biblical scholars and Egyptologists as being invented or disfigured." 122 And Yahuda still worked to build academic institutions with the help of state power. In 1933, Yahuda sought in Spain an "Extraordinary Chair" for Albert Einstein, who ultimately moved to the United States. 123 Shortly before the Spanish Civil War (1936-39), Spanish republicans allegedly tapped Yahuda to create a Sephardic school of higher education in Cor-doba, but this project never came to pass. 124 Originally, Yahuda had been offered a position to teach Tanakh as well as Arabic language and literature during the early years of Hebrew University, which served as one of several catalysts for his leaving Madrid after the war, as had his 1921 marriage in London to the South African-born Ethel Judes.
125 But disagreements over the university position became embittered during negotiations, and the offer to participate in that new project-Yahuda's "most desirable wish"-was rescinded, 126 leaving him persona non grata. By 1942, Yahuda's aligning of academics and empire, which had migrated from Spain and Prussia and from the nascent Jewish state to British mandatory power (in Mesopotamia and Palestine), now looked to the new global empire, the United States. Upon leaving England during World War II, Yahuda secured a visiting research professorship at the New School, where he worked alongside other émigré scholars like Leo Strauss and Hans Kohn. 127 Yahuda was, as Alvin Johnson, co-founder of the New School, noted, "the greatest figure I have ever encountered of wide reaching, intensive scholarship . . . scholarship which did not exclude him from practical affairs."
128 At the New School, Yahuda proposed his newest program-an institute for Middle Eastern studies in the United States, which he hoped would succeed with federal funds. Still captivated by the possibilities of shtadlanut, Yahuda wrote directly to U.S. vice president Henry Wallace in 1942, arguing that this program would be of "national American importance," since it would further the country's interests for the "benefit of the common cause of universal democracy." As if predicting a replay of Paris in 1919 and the postwar divvying up of geopolitical domains, Yahuda warned that the United States must "pay closer attention to the questions arising out of the war," in particular to the aspirations of the states and peoples in the region.
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When rejected by the United States on the basis of insufficient funds, 130 Yahuda explored private sources of capital, including seed money from the Littauer Foundation, which had funded important projects like Wolfson's own chair at Harvard. Here Yahuda met with success. By the fall of 1945, the New School opened its Center for the Study of Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations and Languages, with Yahuda at the helm.
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The center joined a larger interwar and postwar movement responsible for the growth and nationalization of the social sciences in the United States, as well as the claiming of scientific authority over new subjects and bodies of knowledge from Latin America to the Far East. 132 The new center would address the biblical ancient world and the beginnings of Islamic civilization, as well as more immediate "contemporary problems." Eschewing knowledge considered to be overly abstract, it sought to train both future scholars and those from the "practical professions," 133 who could serve as political, cultural, and economic intermediaries between the United States and the Near and Middle East. 134 As the dean of politics noted in a promotional piece for the center, "Nowhere . . . is knowledge more needed for an understanding of current issues." 135 As with Spain, Yahuda's tenure at the New School lasted less than a decade. Yahuda drifted away from the center in 1949, the same year the school removed his name from the program catalogue.
136 By the fall of 1952, the center was no more. 137 * * * Well before he died in 1951-in fact, during his absence from the New School in 1949 138 -Yahuda had imagined a new phase for his highly mobile life: a move back to Palestine, to the State of Israel, where he immediately began contributing to its intellectual culture. 139 Given Yahu-da's many geographies, both scholarly and political, how should we understand his larger role in Jewish historiography? Clearly Yahuda broke new barriers to become the first Jewish chair of a Jewish studiesrelated position at a Western university, and a full decade before Baron and Wolfson. That he did so in a century in which Western European intellectuals shaped much of the cultural and political landscape, including in his native Palestine, 140 is all the more remarkable. Yahuda brought to fruition bold scholarly and political programs, despite being disdained at times as a troublesome "Oriental," a "Levantine of Levantines." 141 Yahuda upheld the connection between scholarship and worldly involvement as part of a pedagogic-political vision, which blurred the lines between shtadlanut and Wissenschaft, with its rights-based concerns. 142 Yahuda's work impacted both Jews and non-Jews, while he simultaneously strove to overcome Jewish disenfranchisement, which grew exponentially with the increasing anti-Semitism of the interwar period. His intellectual life was in many ways inseparable from the social, religious, and political worlds that surrounded him, and his actions were distinct, as he made interventions both old and new. Even with their communal and political engagements, neither Baron nor Wolfson actively sought audiences with kings, presidents, and sultans.
At the same time, however, the multifaceted aspects of Yahuda's life and work can appear as highly paradoxical. For example, Yahuda articulated a kind of a Hebrew pluralism that incorporated distinct ethnic and linguistic communities, as he documented its dynamic receptivity preserved in language and even in bodies. 143 Along these lines, he also upheld the existence of a "Muslim-Jewish symbiosis" both philologically and historically. 144 Yet Yahuda seems to have moved to the right politically, as evident, among other things, in his longtime support of Jabotinsky, whose death in 1940 at the height of Nazi power revealed for Yahuda the "martyr of (the) greatest crisis of all ages and all civilizations." 145 Did the primacy of the state and the residual logic of empire-building, evident in his many scholarly activities, subsume those more pluralistic observations? Or perhaps such actions merely underscore Yahuda's acute attunement to audience and place, as conveyed in the various episodes described here at length-the "paradoxes" of a profoundly scholarly life marked by degrees of intellectual brilliance, creativity, and statesmanship but also opportunism, cantankerousness, and extreme self-promotion. In any case, by understanding Yahuda as the new "first" chair, the early Wissenschaft narrative of the isolation of Jews from the state and from Jewish studies-related positions does not by 1915 seem entirely accurate. Rather, Yahuda the scholar-shtadlan located himself within distinct geopolitical domains, and in compellingly complex ways. Whether his ability to insert and extract himself underscores this broad mobility or perhaps helped to contribute to some historical oblivion, it seems that, as Yahuda himself argued for years, critical re-appraisals are long overdue.
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